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Part-time Administrative Assistant
Postage, phone, supplies, duplicating.
Grants to women high school teachers to learn Pascal and/or Data Structures.
We have not yet received the major bill for the Kovalevsky High School Day
from Simmons College.
Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, Massachusetts Incorporation Fee,
Bulk Mail Permit.
Travel and accommodations for Speakers; phone calls and postage.

Membership Statistics:

Our membership currently totals 1758, 210 of which are
institutional memberships.

We have used up the entire Sloan Gra:1t for the Speakers' Bureau. Therefore, until we obtain another
grant for the Speakers' Bureau, there will be no honorarium given. Speaker's travel and accommodations will continue to be covered according to the guidelines, as they have been in the past. We had
only 9 speakers this past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Lynnell E. Stern, Treasurer of AWM
Bolt Beranek & Newman Communications Corporation

HONORS AND AWARDS
Congratulations to Susan Staples of the University of Michigan! She was recently awarded an
AAUW Doctoral Fellowship of $10,000. She would like to encourage others to apply for these
fellowships: the AAUW is seeking especially to help women in underrepresented fields. See page 20
for more information.
Laura Garcia, Texas A&M University, sends the news that she has decided to use her Ford
Foundation Fellowship to pursue graduate studies in mathematics, rather than computer science as
earlier announced in this column. She says it was a difficult decision, but she thinks it was the correct
one.
Congratulations to Thelma E. Bradford of A. & T. State University, Greensboro, North Carolina!
She received the Most Outstanding Service Award from Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia in May
1987.

AWM PANEL ON GENDER AND SCIENCE
panel discussion, AMS/MAA summer meeting, Salt Lake City, August 6, 1987

Martha K. Smith (moderator; University of Texas at Austin)
One outgrowth of the feminist movement beginning in the sixties is what is sometimes known as
the "new feminist scholarship." Its idea is to examine the effect that gender (i.e., the differing
socialization of men and women) has in various disciplines. This has had an exciting and very
constructive influence in literature and the social sciences. Recently some scholars have undertaken
feminist analysis of mathematics and science. However, whereas most practitioners of feminist
analysis in literature and the social sciences have also been scholars in the fields they investigate,
many of the people applying feminist analysis to mathematics and science have little knowledge of
their fields. Not surprisingly, some of their conclusions strike mathematicians and scientists as
spurious. Unfortunately, many of these conclusions have had widespread circulation and are believed

-6by nonscientists. One of our panelists, Mary Beth Ruskai of the University of Lowell, became
concerned after spending two years at the Bunting Institute (a center of feminist scholarship). Last
year she sent a letter about this situation to the AWM newsletter and the corresponding newsletter for
women in physics. This prompted much discussion within AWM - and quite a challenge to Beth not
to let the ensuing correspondence and invitations to appear on panels interfere with her research in
mathematical physics. (Her next appearance will be on a panel at Barnard College in November.) Our
second panelist, Patricia Kenschaft, has been active in AWM for many years. She is currently chair of
the MAA panel on the participation of women. She organized and is president of the New Jersey
chapter of A WM. Her article (the result of thirteen years of research) on Charlotte Scott appeared in
the March issue of the College Mathematics Journal.
Mary Beth Ruskai (University of Lowell)
The current discussions in feminist theory about gender differences in science contain some very
disturbing ideas. Some of these theorists consider existing science and mathematics incompatible with
..:1eir conception of a true nurturing, feminine nature. Such views are invariably based upon
stereotypes and misconceptions. Common themes include such notions as science is not creative;
science is not intuitive; mathematics consists of reducing things to numbers; abstraction consists of
removing all context; creativity and intuition are feminine, while logic, abstraction and objectivity are
masculine.
It is particularly noteworthy that such ideas occur in what purports to be scholarly research.
Thus, their prevalence cannot be fully explained by factors such as poor mathematics education which
contribute to stereotypes about science among the general public.
In some cases, there is a misunderstanding not only of the role of creativity and intuition in
science but of the very nature of creativity and intuition. For example, Sherry Turklei emphasizes the
difference between "soft," creative, interactive, feminine programming styles; and "hard," noncreative, structured, planned masculine programming styles. If Turkle's criteria for creativity were
applied to music, one would be forced to conclude that jazz, because of its improvisational character,
was highly creative, while the more structured classical music of Bach and Beethoven was not
creative.
In Roberta Mura's interesting review2 she discusses the view, propounded by both Leone Burton
and Dorothy Buerk. that the attributes used to distinguish between masculine and feminine by Carol
Gilligan3 and other gender theorists could more accurately distinguish between the stereotyped
"school'' mathematics and the "true" research mathematics. As I read this article, I noticed that many
of these attributes (abstraction, formalism, lack of application, removal of context vs. exploration,
done in context, considers limitations of a particular solution) could also superficially describe the
distinction between pure and applied mathematics. Therefore, the gender difference theorists might
logically be expected to regard fluid hydrodynamics and mathematical physics as especially feminine
subspecialties. However, I am unaware of any such claims.
An article worth noting, despite its lack of reference to gender, is a review by Martin Krieger"' of
a book with the intriguing title The Ethnomethodological Foundations of Mathematics. Krieger's
review includes a nice discussion of the role of intuition and examples in mathematics.
Those who do admit that science can be creative and intuitive often present this as a rare
exception, e.g. Barbara Mcclintock, or a new and radical idea. This occurs in the bookS Women's
Ways of Knowing, which was recently brought to my attention by a psychologist concerned with math
anxiety, although it does not deal directly with mathematical learning. The book (which I did not have
an opportunity to read thoroughly) describes several styles of learning including both the intuitive and
"doubt-proof' scientific styles. The book concludes with a description of "integrated knowledge," a
blend of intuition and logic which a few pioneering women have achieved. The authors seem unaware
that "integrated knowledge" represents a mode of thinking common, albeit imperfect, amongst both
female and male scientists.
A particularly extreme point of view has been expressed by Sandra Harding.6 Harding claims
that only 200-300 scientists are engaged in path-breaking, creative scientific research; the other
1,999,700 (Is this an abuse of quantitation!) of us can be characterized as assembly-line factory
workers doing routine technical work.
I would like further to discuss Harding's book, The Science Question in Feminism. The title is
explained at the end of chapter 4, which is concerned with flawed biological and sociological theories
about women. The assertion of women scientists that thorough analysis of such theories inevitably
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reveal them to be based upon bad science does not satisfy Harding, who objects to the "bad science"
vs. "science as usual" analysis. She concludes? by stating, "Clearly, more scientifically rigorous and
objective inquiry has produced the evidence supporting specific charges of androcentrism - but that
same inquiry suggests that this kind of rigor and objectivity is androcentric! It is this paradox that
raises the Science Question [Harding's capitalization] in feminism."
Harding reserves her worst diatribes for physics and physicists, " ... the status of physics as the
model of science should deteriorate ... a critical and self-reflective social science should be the model
for all science ... ", and "If physics ought not to have this status, then feminists need not 'prove' that
Newton's laws of mechanics or Einstein's theory of relativity are value-laden in order to make the case
that the science we have is suffused with the consequences of gender ... ".s
However, mathem:ttics also seems to suffer from guilt by association with physics, as Harding
concludes her indictment of mathematics with "It should be sufficient to point out that mathematics is
so useful in physics, more limitedly useful in biology or economics, and only rarely useful in
anthropology or history ... ".9 One wonders where she gets her information when she makes such
claims as "Leading mathematical theorists point out that the ultimate test of the adequacy of a
mathematical concept or proof has always been pragmatic: Does it 'work' to explain the regularities in
the world for which it was intended to provide an explanation?"to and " . .. the subject matter of physics
is so much less complex than the subject matters of biology and the social sciences . .. Physics looks at
either simple systems or simple models of complex systems. "11
Despite the danger of out-of-context quotations, I feel these passages give an accurate idea of the
flavor of Harding's book. Moreover, I felt that including this digression was important in order to give
an indication of how absurd some extremists can get.
The problems described above can be at least partly attributed to the lack of interaction between
feminist theorists and women scientists. I should like to emphasize that it is important not to take an
elitist position regarding who are the "real scientists". The point is that social scientists have a very
different perspective from that of mathematicians and physical scientists. Indeed, both groups are
different from biologists and biochemists. Similarly, someone who received a PhD in physics or
mathematics 10-20 years ago and subsequently worked in administration or women's studies has a
very different perspective than one who has been actively doing research for the past 10 years. We
need to include all these viewpoints, as well as those of people who are primarily engaged in teaching.
I have emphasized the importance of including women active in research in the physical and
mathematical sciences because of their relative absence in the past. When math anxiety is an issue, it
is especially important to include active high school and college mathematics teachers, as well as
psychologists and education specialists.
As a prime example of this problem, I would like to describe an encounter with the author of a
forthcoming book on women and technology. She was especially proud of an appendix which
contained sample curricula, compiled as the result of suggestions solicited through a large mailing to
women's studies centers. I asked which organizations of women scientists or engineers, such as
AWM, had been contacted. Not one!! This is completely unacceptable. (Perhaps A WM should
formulate and distribute curriculum recommendations for the mathematics component of a course on
issues involving women and science.)
The lack of involvement of women scientists in women's studies is the subject of a paperi2 by
Sue Rosser. Unfortunately, I found this article extremely condescending and offensive to women
scientists. Rosser describes six stages of feminism; organizations such as AWM represent only a
relatively unenlightened third stage. She characterizes women scientists with this quote from Vivian
Gornick:13 "A woman scientist of only thirty years ago was a lady eccentric, a denatured bluestocking,
a nineteenth century New Woman. She wore tweeds and oxfords, cared nothing for love, kept a cat,
and smoked cigarettes. Adopting the style of the gentlemen scientists among whom they worked,
these women acceded in a socially repressive atmosphere to an even deeper repression of self."
Contrary to Rosser's implication, Gornick does not consider this a description of a canonical woman
scientist; Gornick applies it exclusively to women over 65 (for whom it is obviously both inaccurate
and offensive). Gornick continues" . .. a group portrait of contemporary women scientists is ripe with
significant variousness. One sees women who are scientists occupying every position on a wide
spectrum of personality types." Rosser's paper is further marred by several other, similarly
outrageous, out-of-context quotes from Gornick.
Some feminist theorists appear to disregard the opinions of women scientists because they feel
that we have been corrupted by our contact with the male scientific establishment.14 Although Harding
does not address this issue directly, she is very mistrustful of all scientists whom she frequently refers
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to as "the natives.'' She regards anyone who has come in contact with scientists, including
philosophers and historians of science, as tainted. IS Thus, she regards the entire history of science as a
"myth" comparable to" ... the Iliad, the Odyssey, the Book of Genesis, or fourth-grade histories of the
American Revolution."
Much of the literature I have been discussing appears to exhibit a strong sense of technophobia
or anti-science bias. I have been struck by how many characteristics this bias has of other forms of
prejudice, such as racism and sexism. Three aspects of familiar patterns of discrimination are quite
apparent, namely: (1) reliance on stereotypes, (2) failure to recognize the accomplishments of women
scientists, and (3) the imposition of unreasonable standards. I have already discussed the first; I would
now like to mention some specific examples of the second.
Despite the extensive discussion of gender differences in Turkle's book, there is virtually no
mention of the numerous contributions of women to computer science. She refers to COBOL as an
ffiM business language,t6 without ever mentioning Grace Hopper (who conceived of, designed, and
supervised the development of COBuL- on a Univac). Turkle has one reference to Ada Lovelace,
whom she describes as "a friend and patroness of Charles Babbage" with no mention whatsoever of
her achievements.t7
It is particularly illuminating to contrast Turkle's treatment of Lovelace with that of Pamela
McCorduck,tB a journalist who has written several books on computers and artificial intelligence.
Turkle and McCorduck both quote the identical passage about AI from Lovelace, and criticize it on
similar grounds. But McCorduck, unlike Turkle, includes a charming 2-page vignette about Lovelace,
her mathematical talent, and her contributions to computer science. It appears that McCorduck, who is
not concerned with gender differences, can afford to praise Lovelace despite some disagreement, while
Turkle denigrates her.
Turkle's neglect of the contributions of women to computer science also compares unfavorably
with their treatment by Herman Goldstine.t9 Although Goldstine's The Computer from Pascal to von
Neumann is hardly a feminist tract, it is replete with the names of women who contributed.
Another example of the failure of the feminist community to recognize the accomplishments of
women scientists is the conspicuous absence of Nobel laureate Rita Levi-Montalcini from Ms.
Magazine's 1986 women-of-the-year list, despite the precedent-setting inclusion of two other foreign
women. Ms. has rarely honored women scientists, although they honored Sherry Turkle (who is a
psychologist, not a computer scientist) for the book whose treatment of women in computer science
leaves much to be desired. It would be interesting if someone could make a comprehensive study of
these women-of-the-year lists. Did Ms. ever take note of any of Julia Robinson's accomplishments??
Finally, I cannot refrain from noting that Harding bluntly states that " ... Marie Curie and now
Barbara McClintock notwithstanding ... there are few woman worthies to restore to science's halls of
fame.''20
Returning to my analysis of patterns of discrimination, I should explain that point (3) does not
merely refer to the imposition of unreasonably high standards on women scientists, which is covered
by point (2) as in the examples above. Rather, I refer to the more general imposition of unreasonable
standards, which leads to the conclusion that science is rotten to the core.
Despite the absurd numbers quoted earlier, Harding's thesis that there are only a few top
scientists is essentially correct. What is problematic is her denial that the rest of us are also doing
creative work, and the implication that the situation is different in other fields. There are, after all,
only a few top composers, conductors, sopranos, etc. To perform creatively, musicians must learn and
practice their technical skills. Hack writers and third-rate painters churn out works with minimal
creativity. These universal gradations in quality and creativity are ignored by those who, like Turkle
and Harding, seek to impose a black and white view upon science.
Harding's view of scientists as factory workers is somewhat curious in view of the fact that
others2t have emphasized the "isolated genius" picture of the scientist, often epitomized by Barbara
McClintock. These critics claim that working alone is unfeminine because women are more peopleoriented than men. Thus, both group research and individual research have been alleged to be inimical
to women. I regard this as an example of putting science in a no-win situation, a phenomenon which
forms another facet of my unreasonable standards thesis.
Having described a rather bleak picture thus far, I would like to introduce a note of optimism. I
have found considerable support for our point of view, particularly amongst women scholars in such
fields as history and literature, and those in the traditional arts. Many women scholars are
uncomfortable with the notion that science is rotten to the core, and with the more extreme aspects of
gender difference theory in all fields. They would welcome more contact with women scientists, but
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have surprisingly little contact with those at their own institutions and seem very unaware of such
organizations as AWM. (I am aware of instances in which a member of the women's studies center at
University X has stated that no one in their mathematics department is interested in women's issues,
although there is an active, well-known member of AWM at University X.) I believe that we need to
take a more active role in promoting interactions with women's studies groups.
Without some action on our part, they will rely on the writings of gender difference theorists,
such as those I have quoted. The bookstores in Harvard Square have an astonishing number of books
on women and science, generally written by sociologists and feminist theorists whom - with the
possible exception of Evelyn Fox Keller22- most of us have never heard of. For example, in addition
to the book from which I have quoted, Sandra Harding (who is a philosopher) has edited two
anthologies23.24 about ge'lder and science. It would be most unusual for Ann Koblitz's biography25 or
other books about Sonya Kovalevskaya or Emmy Noether to be found on a women's studies reading
list.
Some members of the audience mentioned the books by Bleier,26 Fausto-Sterling,27 Hubbard,2s
and others regarding the topic of flawed biological theories about women. This is an important topic,
whose inclusion should certainly be encouraged rather than objected to. The problem occurs only
when extremists extrapolate from these examples of "bad science" to the thesis that science is rotten to
the core. Even when this does not occur, I would find it unfortunate if this were the major emphasis of
a course on women and science. These topics constitute only a small part of the biological sciences,
and have little relevance to the physical sciences. If this were to constitute the bulk of a non-scientist's
exposure to science in college, that would certainly give a distorted impression. Thus, my enthusiasm
for the subject matter of these books is tempered by a concern for a balanced curriculum.
Finally, I would like to comment on an issue raised by the recent NY Times article29 about
Benbow and Stanley's theory of sex-related differences in mathematical ability. As Martha
emphasized in her introduction, there is a distinction between biological (sex) differences and cultural
(gender) differences. Some theorists fmd an emphasis on cultural differences to be less objectionable
than an assertion about biological differences. Personally, I do not fmd this distinction very important.
Moreover, while I agree that we need to respond to the NY Times article, as well as address the serious
flaws in Benbow and Stanley's work, I also think we need to re-examine our attitude.
Does it really matter whether differences are cultural, biological, or non-existent artifacts of
testing? Women are now encouraged to climb mountains, run marathons, and engage in other athletic
endeavors despite the documented differences between male and female muscular development.
About 20% of PhD's in mathematics now go to women. We have ample evidence that a significant
number of women are not only capable of doing mathematics and science, but also enjoy it. The
discovery of a sex-linked mathematics gene or hormone will not change that, nor would it justify sex
discrimination. Any differences which may exist must be overshadowed by the variety of individual
differences and preferences. The problem with gender difference theory is that it seems to be trying to
define a canonical feminine woman. Instead, we need to emphasize the diversity of interests and
ability; and the importance of not only tolerating, but encouraging, that diversity.
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Pat Kenschaft
Problems abound. Today is the anniversary of one of the worst ever, and Hiroshima is not
totally irrelevant to our topic. We are considering the ethical use of mathematics, and how groups of
people interact.
During the first ten years of AWM I tried to interpret feminism to the math community, and at
the decade celebration, I felt we had made progress. Then I decided to turn to interpreting
mathematicians to feminists. The hostility I met startled me. Recently, I have become suspicious that
feminists are not any more hostile toward mathematicians than most Americans. Too much they see
us as unfeeling people who design bombs.
Historically, it is puzzling that feminists see the mathematical community as so threatening. The
f"rrst Ph.D. earned by a woman in the nineteenth century was earned in mathematics. The first
nineteenth century woman professor in a European university was the same woman, Sofia
Kovalevskaia. The first British woman to earn a doctorate was Charlotte Scott, a mathematician who
later was on the first Council of the American Mathematical Society. The first woman to earn a
doctorate in the United States was a mathematician, Christine Ladd Franklin. The non-mathematicians
on the Johns Hopkins Board of Trustees denied her the degree that the mathematics department
certified she had earned, simply on the grounds that she was female. The f"rrst woman to be granted a
doctorate in the United States also was a mathematician, Winifred Edgerton (later Merrill) in 1886.
The acceptance of women by the mathematical community a century ago, while they were
spurned by most male-dominated communities, raises profound questions about the present situation.
Why do feminists perceive us as malevolent? Why was it that last year women received only twenty
percent of the doctorates in mathematics awarded to Americans, far less than the percentage of women
earning all doctorates? Have mathematicians turned hostile toward women? I don't believe so. I see
plenty of sexism among mathematicians, but it is not as plentiful or as egregious as that reported in
many other communities.
No, I believe that we must look elsewhere for explanations of the scarcity of women
mathematicians. Personally, I believe that the difference in the sexes' participation in mathematics is
due to an abundance of environmental reasons, and has nothing to do with genes. Many people have
pointed to many reasons that I consider valid. The AWM newsletters have been full of such causes.
Today I will add two more that I rarely hear mentioned, one primarily within and one primarily outside
the mathematical community. Both, I believe, shed light on the misunderstandings between feminists
and mathematicians.
First, there is a widespread belief in the mathematical community that math research is a young
person's activity. Since the youth of women is often seriously complicated by reproductive matters, a
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tendency to discourage people who are not young falls disproportionately hard on women. However,
this belief also harms men who are poor or for any other reason begin late to spend extended time with
mathematics.
Nancy Stem, a sociologist who has since become a computer administrator, wrote a much
neglected but highly significant paper addressing this belief. She surveyed the number of published
papers of all members of the National Academy of Sciences and, separately, of every other
mathematician listed in the catalog of every other university listed as the leading forty in mathematics.
She classified the published papers that they had written at various ages beginning with "under 35" and
proceeding through five-year intervals, such as 35-39, and ending with 60-64. She discovered that
there was no significant difference between the youth and the pre-retirement years of productive
mathematicians in numbers of papers published. Then she repeated her computations for the number
of citations of the papers, with the same result. In both cases there was a dip for people in their late
forties. S.he attributed this to the tendency of people at that age to take leadership roles, becoming
chairs of departments and officers in organizations. The paper, titled "Age and Achievement in
Mathematics," appears on pages 127-140 of the February, 1978, issue of Social Studies of Science. I
believe it deserves far more attention from AWM than it his thus far received.
The belief that only young people can do mathematical research affects primarily the upper
levels of mathematical achievement, but I believe that the trickle-down theory effects are strong here.
Let's look at the data compared to other fields. The accompanying three tables show the percentage of
degrees granted to women at the bachelor's, master's, and doctoral level, respectively. The middle
thick line is a compilation of all degrees, the top thick line is education, and the bottom thick line is
mathematics. According to page 20 of the book Women in Mathematics (edited by Chipman, Brush,
and Wilson, published in 1985 by Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. in Hillsdale, NJ 07642),
women's share of bachelor's degrees in mathematics has been about 92% of their share of all
bachelor's degrees, their share of master's degrees in mathematics has been about 73% of their share
of all master's degrees, and their share of doctorates in mathematics is about 53% of their share of all
doctorates. This paragraph in the book's introductory article, "Outlining the Problems," concludes,
"Therefore, there does seem to be some specific problem relating to women's transition to graduate
study in mathematics."
Let me suggest a personal example of how this might happen. My thesis advisor is a kind and
thoughtful person. He offered to wait for several years while my children were tiny until the time that
I could put more time into my dissertation. I read the books he suggested, studied math every spare
minute, and used my time free from my children to go to a nearby math library to browse. I felt that
my mathematical maturity increased significantly during that time. When I returned to him at the age
of thirty-two, ready to begin work on a specific thesis he said he thought I was too old and had been
away too long. I got angry and gave him a piece of my mind. He used his better judgment, put aside
his indoctrination from the math community, and a year later I had my doctorate.
Many other dissertation advisors have not been so liberated from this old math tale - that
people past thirty can't do math. Does it matter? H my advisor had not been so broadminded, there
would have been no woman at Montclair State with a doctorate in mathematics during the past
fourteen years, serving as a role model for the many young women math majors there. There would
not be a New Jersey chapter of the Association for Women in Mathematics having regular meetings
during the past six years and frequent publicity in the New Jersey papers. Probably the achievements
of Charlotte Scott would not be recognized to the extent that they have been, and hundreds of high
school students and dozens of high school teachers would not have heard me speak. Perhaps I am
overly egotistical, but I believe that if my thesis advisor had been as rigid in his belief about the
importance of youth to mathematical research as are many senior mathematicians, there would be
significantly less participation by women now in the mathematical communities of New Jersey, and
not just at the top levels. The myth that youth is essential for mathematical research is not specifically
an anti-woman myth, but .it is one significant explanation for the underrepresentation of women in
mathematics at all levels.
My second idea is harder to verbalize. It reflects a constellation of social pressures that, I
believe, divert females of all ages from attending to mathematics as they otherwise might It also helps
explain why mathematicians, as a group, are not warmly received by the larger society. Last year I
received a request from a "professional assessment service" to take a battery of tests they give to
young people to help them plan their careers. They needed people established in their careers against
which to measure the validity of their tests.

PERCENT OF DEGREES GRANTED TO WOMEN 1950-1982
copied from Professional Women and Minorities, Scientific Manpower Commission
Source: Series of Earned Degrees, USOE and Summary Report, Doctorate Recipients from United States
Universities, 1971-1982
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characteristics. My placement above a normal female in "philosophical curiosity," "leadership," and
"cheerfulness," seems appropriate, as did most of my other (more average) scores.
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The one sniking exception to the apparent validity of this battery of tests may be a clue to the
topic we address today. I think it reflects something about)he entire mathematical community and
women's trouble with it. On the measure for "altruistic" I fall below the range for a normal woman .
. My se~e~tion . for this panel might raise doubts about this, even if you don't know that I have taken in
foster teenagers, or that I continually write to legislators on many topics, or that I often give flowers to
secretaries and custodians. Most people who know me, even if they don't like me, would not rate me
deficient in altruism.
"What is going on?" I asked a number of my acquaintances. The explanation of an old friend of
my mother's, who has known me since I was a tot, clicked. "You are always planning," she said.
"You are always wondering if you might be doing something even better. You don't just look at a
situation where someone is in trouble and immediately run in. You wonder if there is something more
important for you to be doing." I am looking for patterns, as mathematicians are trained to do. I think
ahead. I don't always run to help, because there may be a better use of my time and there may be a
more effective way to improve this situation in the long term.
For similar reasons I don't always answer a student's math question immediately. It may be
better for her to struggle until she sees the answer for herself. I don't spend as much time as some
students would like on some questions or topics because if I do, the class won't complete the
curriculum and then none of its members will flourish in the succeeding course. I don't just feed my
students the material needed to do well on a test. I plague them with the underlying concepts, a
tendency which is sometimes perceived as downright sinister. I don't give a good grade if the student
hasn't earned it. All of these practices may indicate to test-makers that I am not altruistic. Planners
are seen as automatically not altruistic.
This may also explain why my tendency to plan may be perceived by Sherry Turkle to mean that
I am not feminine. All feminine people are altruistic. No altruistic people are planners.· Thus
feminine people do not plan. Women who do plan are denying their femininity.

altruistic people

This is a cruel conclusion because almost any highly achieving woman must plan carefully to
juggle the many obligations that society places upon her. In any human emergency involving family
or friends, there are strong social pressures for females to drop all other goals and help. This may be
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especially hard on women with technical goals because learning math involves sustained hard work.
However, the social prejudice that planning and pattern-finding are malevolent, and that such behavior
prevents people from being altruistic and enjoying the here-and-now, deters more people than just
women from approaching math positively.
There are many social pressures against girls and women enjoying mathematics as much as their
brothers do. However, the myth of math as a young person's sport and the belief that planning and
altruism are incompatible have not received their share of the credit - or blame. Both are worth
fighting for, for reasons other than the underrepresentation of women in science. If humankind is to
avoid suicide, we must have caring people involved in planning, and mathematicians must be involved
in ethical decisions. I leave you with a question. How can the mathematical community tell the world
we do care? How can we be seen as more altruistic? A satisfactory answer might go a long way to
change the sex imbalance in our field.
Discussion
Lida Barrett: Is there a good book on gender and science that we can recommend to women's
studies departments?
Beth Ruskai: As far as I am aware, there is not a complete book. There are a few articles. A
couple years ago there was some talk of AWM preparing something, but I am not aware of anything at
this time.
Pat Kenschaft: I recommend Women in Mathematics: Balancing the Equation. [Ed. note: edited
by Susan Chipman, Lorelei Brush, and Donna Wilson, Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
1985. Also see Women of Mathematics, edited by Paul Campbell and Louise Grinstein, Westport, Cf:
Greenwood Press, described on page 19 below.] This book certainly seems to reflect my viewpoint.
And there are numerous biographies of individual women mathematicians, which can be very helpful.
Jean Taylor: I'd like to respond to [Ruskai's] letter in the Newsletter. I attended a course at
Rutgers on feminist theory. The course lasted three weeks, and one two-hour session was devoted to
gender and science. I found it all very interesting. I had two reactions to what you were saying in your
letter.
One thing that you said that we have to agree with is that it is very clear that all the science
which has been done is influenced by masculine prejudices. An example of this, in a slightly different
vein, is Stephen Gould's The Mismeasurement of Man, which shows the effects of racial prejudices on
what has been done and is a wonderful book. Anyway, Ruth Bleier, a neurobiologist at the University
of Wisconsin, spoke to us, and she pointed out that so much attention is given to small differences on
the average between men and women, but that there is a very much larger range of differences among
individuals. So there is this enormous scale but so much attention to very small differences.
The second thing is this characterization of science as masculine or feminine. I don't like
anything to be characterized as feminine: not your interests, not the way you walk, not the way you do
mathematics. When people ask me, "How, then would you characterize a way of doing science that
is ... global and ... nondogmatic" I say, "Well, I'd just call it 'global' and 'nondogmatic.'"
So I found it a very interesting course, but I wish we could have had you there because I think it
would have been interesting to hear what you had to say.
B. Ruskai: I have two comments. First, there will be a conference at Barnard on November 14th
at which I will be speaking, along with physicists and social scientists. The other thing is that I don't
have any problems with Ruth Bleier, or Ruth Hubbard, who talk about the effects of prejudice on
research. The problem is that people extrapolate from what they are saying to claim that science is bad
to the core.
J. Taylor: But there is a lot of variety in science: it's not science per se.
B. Ruskai: Also, let me point out that Ruth Bleier shows that these studies are, in fact, bad
science. But some people say that it is not a matter of "bad science" or "good science." They deny the
evidence; they want something else entirely.

_____________________ j

-15Alma Marosz: I just want to mention the existence of a women's studies program that is very
supportive. It is located at San Diego State University.
James Glimm: I am delighted to hear that fluid dynamics and mathematical physics are such
feminine subject matter. I currently have two female graduate students.
A lot of attention has been given recently to scientific education in general. People are very
concerned about the problem of the generally poor quality of education in science, and there is a lot of
discussion about how to improve it. Your voice should certainly be contributing to this discussion.
Martha Smith: I would like to put in my two cents. Referring back to what Pat Kenschaft was
saying, I want to emphasize that the myth that mathematics is a young person's activity differentially
affects women and minorities. This is also true about other myths about mathematics. So the most
important thing for increasing womer. 's participation in mathematics is to improve the position of
mathematics in general. Studies have shown that the high schools with the highest percentage of
female mathematics students are those that have the strongest programs in science. So working on
general scientific education should be of high priority in our efforts to encourage young women to go
into mathematics.
Robert Decker: I object to [Ruskai's] implication that none of the people who are currently
writing about gender and science are scientists. Evelyn Fox Keller, to whom you briefly alluded, is a
scientist.
B. Ruskai: As I said, I don't want to quibble about who is and who is not a scientist. But I do
want to point out that Keller has not published any research for ten or fifteen years. She is not a
practicing scientist. But, whether or not she is a "scientist," the real point is that she should not be the
only voice representing women in science.
Barbara Rice: Before I am a woman or a mathematician, I am a person.
I went to graduate school in the 1950's. It was very difficult, but I succeeded and got my PhD
and found employment. It took me years to join AWM because I was afraid of what it might do. I was
afraid that the feminist movement would interfere with and muck up things that individuals are trying
to achieve. For example, many universities are now interested in increasing the number of women on
their faculties, but usually that means hiring women in women's studies, or education, or nursing. And
so women get distracted from fields like mathematics.
I want to make it clear that I am not against this organization. But it is very important not to
allow oneself to become embroiled in subtleties and make-work. Individuals can move forward by
themselves, with a lot of hard work. But it does help to have a national organization.
The really important factor, however, in getting women into mathematics is that women have
more time now. They don't have to spend as much time taking care of the family. In the 1950's,
women used to have to make very difficult choices between their children and their jobs. These
choices kept a lot of women out of mathematics. In the 1950's, people used to ask me, "You're
married. Why are you still in school?" I didn't really know what I was going to do with the education,
but I did know that I was going to do more than just take care of a family. And I have. I've been
employed, and at the same time I have four children. I have done both.
Rhonda Hughes: Things aren't much better now than in the 1950's. The choices are still very
difficult. It's very important to have an organization like AWM to help you. I was in graduate school
when I first heard of AWM, and it got me through. It was very important to me to be able to talk with
other women. We would talk at meetings, or on the telephone, and these conversations would keep me
going. This support function of AWM- the conversations, the Newsletter- is vital.
The problem that prevents more women in science from writing about gender and science is the
elitism of institutions. This kind of research, research on gender and science, isn't considered to be
real research. It therefore doesn't earn you any credit in tenure and promotion decisions. So most
women can't afford to spend a lot of time thinking about gender and science: they have to do the
research that will earn them recognition in their institutions.
Harriet Lord: But many women are not employed at research institutions, and many institutions
are happy if you publish any kind of research. This is a problem with AWM in general: it tends not to

-16recognize that there are many women mathematicians who are not research mathematicians, even
though the majority of women mathematicians- and the majority of all mathematicians- do not
work at research institutions.

P. Kenschaft: And things really are a lot better than they were in the 1950's. In 1954, a woman
whom I know was working as an actuary at Metropolitan Life and got married. A few weeks after her
marriage, she received a letter from the company stating that it was company policy that a married
woman could not be an actuary and that she was therefore fired. She is now a high school teacher.
Such blatant discrimination could not happen now. The choices can certainly still be difficult, but the
external conditions have certainly improved a lot since the 1950's. We owe a lot to the feminist
movement.
M. Smith: Our time is just about finished.
B. Ruskai: In conclusion, I want to emphasize that we need input from lots of different kinds of
people. We need to listen both to mathematicians and to social scientists, and we need to bring more
voices into the discussion. We must listen to our differences, the differences in our positions in the
world and the differences in our opinions, and we must respect those differences in an open and
productive dialog.

REMEMBERING ALICE DICKINSON
by Joan P. Hutchinson, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Smith College, July 27, 1987

I had intended to write the AWM community of Alice B. Dickinson's death on June 25, 1987,
due to Alzheimer's disease, when I read Rhonda Hughes' request for articles about departments and
people who have been especially supportive of women and minorities. This spurred me on to write
some thoughts about Alice's life and the inspiration many of us drew from her. As Professor of
Mathematics and later Dean at Smith College, an undergraduate school for women, she was a role
model and mentor to many women in mathematics and science long before such terms were current.
Alice Dickinson was born in New York City in 1921. She did her undergraduate work at
Wheaton College and the University of Michigan. During World War ll she worked for the M.I.T.
Radiation Laboratory and the Sperry Gyroscope Research Laboratories on the design and testing of
radar antennas. (She tested her work by flying with pilots who landed at night at unlit airports, guided
only by the newly developed radar systems.) After the war she studied and earned her P~.D. from the
University of Michigan, working in topology with R. L. Wilder. Due to anti-nepotism laws, her first
job at Pennsylvania State University was a temporary one; her husband David Dickinson is also a
mathematician. In 1959 they moved to Massachusetts so that they could have jobs at neighboring
institutions, Smith College and the University of Massachusetts. When Alice joined the Smith
mathematics department she was the only woman in a department of five. When she retired in 1977,
there were 5 1/2 women in a department of eleven. (My husband and I share a position. While Dean
of the College, Alice instituted tenure-track shared and part-time positions.) Alice herself had wanted
to teach part-time at first since they had two young children; however, a regular part-time position was
not an option at that time.
I was an undergraduate at Smith College from 1963 to 1967 and joined the faculty in 1976. I
hope that with a few personal recollections I can convey some of Alice's gifts as a teacher, as a
colleague, and as a friend. As a freshman I was eager to try essentially all the liberal arts before
choosing a major. In my second semester I had Mrs. Dickinson for calculus -literally within days I
knew my choice of a major was made. Mathematics with Mrs. Dickinson became a challenging and
irresistible exploration of a new and intricate world. For example, in that class I learned about the
Lascaux cave-dweller paintings and the "floating" Babylonian calendar, and how carbon-14 dating and
the related mathematics helped to date these. A subsequent differential equations course given by Mrs.
Dickinson was alive with examples of clepsydras (water clocks), tunnels through the earth, vibrating
strings and membranes, and bridges in resonance. The notes from this course became her book
Differential Equations: Theory and Use in Time and Motion. Not only were her class presentations
stimulating, but so also were the daily class discussions, based on homework assignments and outside

